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SUMMARY

Using the predictive approach advocated by Basu [1] we develop an
almost unbiased ratio estimator of a finite population mean which is found
to be more efficient than its competitors.
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Introduction and construction of thenew predictive ratio estimator

Let yj and X; (1 <i<N) be the values of two positively correlate^variat^
y and Xdefined on a finit£ population of N units with means Y and X
respectively. Let (^, x) and (Y^, denote respecUvely the means over asimple
random without replacement samples of n units and the unsampled_residuum.
Under the usual prediction approach of Basu [1] an estimator of Y is given
by

where T is the implied predictor of Y^. If we^se Tj^ =yX^/x as a predictor
of Y^, Yreduces to the classical ratio estimator Y^ - yX/x (cf. Srivastava [3]).

Using Taylor linearization method (e.g. Cochran [2]) and noting that to
O (n"'),

\Tx) Cov(x, y)'
E(TJ-Y 1 +

N

N-n x^- XY

an almost unbiased ratio estimator of Y can be obtained as

N
1+0

N-n
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1^002 X, y)= 18.71, (r, X, y)= 12.50, (r, x, y)= 0.16

M^ziofr. X, y)= - 0.10, ILI220 (r, X, y)= 1.90, (r,x,y)= 1.08

Computations were done fern = 3. The table 4.2 shows the variance and
RE of over other four estimators considered in the study. The variances

or mse's were computed as mentioned for population I. The maximum gain
in efficiency over all the estimator^is observed when 0 assumes the optimum
value of 0 = -1.00. The estimator is seen to be more efficientas compared

to Yjjj^ even when 0 departs in tlie neighbourhood of its optimum, the range

^ing -0.6 to -1.38. The common range of 0 values in which the estimator
Yy is superior to both y^. and y/ is comparatively smaller ranging from -0.77

A pA.

to :-1.22. It is to be noted that the estimator Y^ a member of Y^ which coincides
with the optimum estimator, recorded maximum gain in efficiency as compared
to all other estimators.

Empirical study thus demonstrates that the surveypractitionercan generate
estimators which are more efficient than sample mean as well as ratig and
Hartley and Ross [1] estimators from the proposed class of estimators Y^^ for
certain optimum or near optimum values of 0. It is possible in practice to obtain
a near optimum value of 0 using (3.6) or (3.10) by substituting the Values
of estimated variances and covariances from the data at hand.
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which is analogous to the almost unbiased ratio estimator

Yt = Y. l +e(c,y-c^)

defined by Tin [4], where 0=n ' - N'\ =X ^ -Win - 1)jcy and
/ e j

c^ =X ~ Substituting and T in the predictive equation
i e s

(1.1), we now define a new almost unbiased predictive ratio estimator

YMR =YR +eTR(c,y-c^).

_A_ _A_ '
2. Co/n/jcimon o/Ymr, Yt and Yr

To terms of order n"^, Tin ([4]) obtained

MSE (Yt) =Y' 6(Co2 2Ci1+C20) +2j^(Ci2 2C21 +C30)

+ e^ 2(C2o C,i) +(C2oCo2 Cj,) . (2.1)

where Cp^ =Kp^/X"" Y'', Kp^ being the (p, q)th cumulant of xand y. The author
also made a comparison between Y^ and Y^ and showed that to 0(n~^)

MSE(Yt) < MSE(Yr) (2.2)

Using the same notations and approximations used by Tin ([4]), to
0(n ^) we may obtain

MSE(Ymr)= Y 0(Co2 - 2C„ +C20) +2y^(C.2 - 2C21 +C30)

+^^0 ^02 - c?,) (2.3)

Comparing (2.3) with (2.1) we have

MSE(Ymr)<MSE(Yt) (2.4)

and then combining the results in (2.2) and (2.4) we get

MSE(Ymr)<MSE(Yt,)<MSE(Yr) (2.5)

^ Thu^, the new estimator Y^j^ seems preferable to its competitors; i.e.,
Yjj and Y^ on grounds of bias and mean square error.
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